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Abstract
This paper presents and compares the impact of SSSC on measured
impedance for single phase to ground fault condition. The presence of Static
Synchronous SSSC on a transmission line has a great influence on the ZRelay in
distance protection. The protection of the high voltage 220 kV single circuit
transmission line in eastern Algerian electrical transmission networks is
affected in the case with resistance fault RF. The paper investigate the effect of
Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) on the measured impedance
(Relay) taking into account the distance fault point (n) and fault resistance (RF).
The resultants simulation is performed in MATLAB software environment.
Keywords
Transmission line; Ground fault; Distance relay; Impedance measured;
FACTS; Static synchronous series compensator (SSSC).

Introduction

Modern power systems are designed to operate efficiently to supply power to various
loads with high reliability. A Static Synchronous SSSC is an advanced version of controlled
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series compensation that is based on Voltage Source Converters (VSC) and the use of Gate
Turn off (GTO) instead of thyristors [1]. A major drawback with SSSC is the need for a
coupling transformer MV/HV.
Nowadays, it is essential to study effects of FACTS devices on the protective systems,
especially the distance protection, which is the main protective device at EHV and HV level
transmission systems. Distance relays are used for the protection of transmission lines. They
measure the impedance between the relay installation point and the fault location [2]. The
impedance of the transmission line per kilometer remains almost constant throughout the
length of the transmission line. Hence, the impedance measured by the relay is proportional to
the distance to fault on the line.
Some research has been done to evaluate the performance of a distance relay for
transmission line in the presence of FACTS controllers. The work in [3] has presented some
analytical results based on steady-state model of STATCOM (Static Synchronous
Compensator), and the authors have studied the impact of STATCOM on a distance relay at
different load levels. In [4], the voltage-source model of FACTS controllers has been
employed to study the impact of FACTS on the tripping boundaries of distance relay. Also in
[5] by using the steady state model of an SSSC, the effect of the compensator on the trip
boundary has been investigated.
However the work in [6] derivates apparent impedance seen by a distance relay in
presence of unified power flow controller (UPFC). The paper also shows the effect of UPFC
operational mode and its control parameters. The research [7], presents a study of the
performance of distance protection relays when applied to protect shunt FACTS compensated
transmission lines .The effect of two types of shunt FACTS devices, SVC and STATCOM are
studied. The authors of paper [8] investigate the SSSC influence on the performance of digital
distance relay in two parallel transmission lines 400 kV. The presented solutions in [9, 10]
are based on unit protection or the data exchange between the relays at line ends, and that
of [11] is based on the artificial intelligence techniques.
This paper aims to develop a simplified model of an SSSC and distance relay to study
the effect of fault condition (n and RF) on measured impedance at the relaying point (ZRelay)
for protected 220 kV single circuit transmission line in the case of single phase to ground
fault with RF.
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Overview of Static Synchronous SSSC

The SSSC is a series connected FACTS controller based on VSC and can be viewed as
an advanced type of controlled series compensation, just as a STATCOM which is an
advanced SVC. A SSSC has several advantages over a TCSC [1,12] such as: Elimination of
bulky passive components, Improved technical characteristics, Symmetric capability in both
inductive and capacitive operating modes, Possibility of connecting an energy source on the
DC side to exchange real power with the AC network.

Operation
The schematic of a SSSC is shown in figure 1.a. The equivalent circuit of the SSSC is
shown in figure 1.b. The magnitude of VC can be controlled to regulate power flow. The
winding resistance and leakage reactance of the connecting transformer appear is series with
the voltage source VC.

(a) Schematic

(b) Equivalent circuit
Figure 1. Principal of SSSC

Modeling SSSC
If there is no energy source on the DC side, neglecting losses in the converter and DC
capacitor, the power balance in steady state leads to:
Re (Vc.I*) = 0

(1)

where Vc is voltage source DC and I is current transmission line.
The above equation shows that VC is in quadrature with I. If VC lags I by 90°, the
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operating mode is capacitive and the current (magnitude) in the line is increased with resultant
increase in power flow. On the other hand, if VC leads I by 90°, the operating mode is
inductive, and the line current is decreased. Since the losses are always present, the phase
shift between I and VC is less than 90° (in steady state). We use the convention that the
reactive voltage lagging the current by 90° as positive (Fig. 2.a). According to this
convention, the positive reactive voltage implies capacitive mode of operation while negative
reactive voltage implies inductive mode of operation. Since δ is close to 90° (Fig. 2.b).

(a) Single line diagram

(b) Phasor diagram
Figure 2. Representation of SSSC in a transmission line HV

Distance Protection for Transmission Line

Distance relays are normally used to protect transmission lines HV and EHV [15-17].
They respond to the impedance between the relay location and the fault location. As the
impedance per mile of a transmission line is fairly constant, these relays respond to the
distance to a fault on the transmission line - and hence their name. As will be seen shortly,
under certain conditions it may be desirable to make distance relays respond to some
parameter other than the impedance, such as the admittance or the reactance, up to the fault
location. Any of the relay types can be made to function as a distance relay by making
appropriate choices of their design parameters.
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The R-X diagram is an indispensable tool for describing and analyzing a distance relay
characteristic, and we will examine it initially with reference to a single-phase transmission
line. Similar principles are applicable in case of a three-phase transmission line, provided that
appropriate voltages and currents are chosen to energize the distance relay [17-19]. This
matter of energizing voltages and currents in three phase systems will be considered in detail
later.
The setting zones of distance relays are open at the far end. In other words, the remote
point of reach of a distance relay cannot be precisely determined, and some uncertainty about
its exact reach must be accepted. This uncertainty of reach is typically about 5% of the
setting. Referring to figure 3, the desired zone of protection is shown with a dotted line [19].
The ideal situation would be to have all faults within the dotted area trip instantaneously.

(a) Protection zones

(b) Trips time
Figure 3. Three zone step distance relaying to protect of transmission line HV
Measured Impedance by Distance Relay
The R-X diagram to both analyze and visualize the relay response. By utilizing only
two quantities resistance R and reactance X (or Z and θ), we avoid the confusion introduced
by using the three quantities voltage (Erelay) and current (Irelay) measured by distance relay.
Consider an ideal fault at location (F) in the single-phase system shown in figure 4.
The distance relay under consideration is located at line terminal A. The primary
voltage and current at the relay location are related by where the subscript ‘n’ represents
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primary quantities.

Figure 4. Voltage and current as seen by the distance relay

In terms of the secondary quantities of voltage and current transformers, the relay sees
the primary impedance (Zprim) as secondary impedance (Zsec) where:
Zsec = (Erelay / Irelay) = Zprim.(NCT / NVT)

(2)

Where, Zsec is equal impedance measured by distance relay, NCT and NVT is Current and
voltage transformer turns ratios.

Apparent Impedance Seen by Distance Relay Considering SSSC

Consider the two machine test system illustrated in figure 5. It consists of one voltage
sources (Es) and one voltage load (Er) and a transmission line between. Assume a SSSC
installed at the beginning of the transmission line. The distance relay (R) location is shown by
busbar A as well.

Figure 5. Transmission line HV study with SSSC
Equivalent Circuit
It should be mentioned that only the power frequency components of the input signals
are processed by the distance relay to measure the steady-state impedance. Because of this,
SSSC can be replaced by an equivalent voltage source and a series reactance. It means that the
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power frequency model of the SSSC is considered. For the same reason, the distributed
transmission line model could be replaced by a lumped resistance and reactance and the shunt
capacitance can be neglected [8, 11]. The equivalent circuit of figure 6 with considering a
fault at point F is shown in figure 7.

Figure 6. Equivalent circuit of the transmission line HV study

We assume a voltage ratio (h) and a phase difference for Es and Er so that:
Er = Es.h.e-jδ, with 0 ≤ δ ≤ 90°

(3)

where δ = Angle between Es and Er, and h is ratio of the magnitude of the line end voltages.

Ground Fault
For our study, we assume that single phase to ground fault occurred in phase A with
RF. The equivalent sequence circuit (positive, negative and zero) required for calculating the
apparent impedance seen by distance relay is shown in the figure above.
In order to calculate the impedance seen by distance relay [1, 17, 21] from figure 8 we have:
ZA = EA / (IA+ kEarth.IA0)

(4)

with kEarth is earth factor and equal (Z0-Z1)/Z1;
where EA and IA are voltage and current measured in phase A.

Whereas for EA and IA we have the following general relations:
EA = E1A+ E2A+ E3A

(5)
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IA = I1A+ I2A+ I0A

(6)

Figure 7. Sequence circuits in presence ground faults with fault resistance

According to the sequence circuits shown in figure 7 we have:
E1A = ES-Z1S.I1A

(7)

E2A = -Z2S.I2A

(8)

E0A = -Z0S.I0A

(9)

By definition we set:
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E0S’= E0S + n.Z0 + Z0SSSC

(12)

E1R’= (1-n).Z2 + Z1R

(13)

E2R’= (1-n).Z2 + Z2R

(14)

E0R’= (1-n).Z0 + Z0R

(15)

where, Z1, Z2 and Z0 is impedance sequence of transmission line; Z1S, Z2S and Z0S is internal
impedance sequence of source; Z1R, Z2R and Z0R is internal impedance sequence of load.
It must be denoted that in all above relations the positive and negative components of
impedances are equal. In our problem, the components of the fault current are deduced as:
I1F = I2A = I0A= EFPF / (Z∑ +3.RF)

(16)

Z∑ = Z1eq + Z2eq + Z0eq

(17)

Z1eq = Z2eq = Z1S’// Z1R’ = Z1S’.Z1R’ / (Z1S’+Z1R’)

(18)

Z0eq = Z0S’// Z0R’ = Z0S’.Z0R’ / (Z0S’+Z0R’)

(19)

where,

where EFPF is pre-fault voltage; Z∑ is total impedances seen from fault point; and RF is fault
resistance.
The fault point pre-fault voltage is:
EFPF = Es - VSSSC - IPF.Z1S’

(20)

where IPF is pre-fault system current.
The pre-fault system current as following:
IPF = (Es - ER -VSSSC) / (Z0S’+Z1R’)

(21)

Components of current IA we can derive:
I1A = (Es - E1F -VSSSC) / Z1S’

(22)

I2A = - E2F / Z2S’

(23)
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I0A = - E0F / Z0S’

(24)

If we define A1, A2, A3 and A4 as:
A1 = Z1R’ / (Z1R’ + Z1S’)

(25)

A2 = Z0R’ / (Z0R’ + Z0S’)

(26)

A3 = EFPF / (Z∑ + 3.RF)

(27)

A4 = (ER / Z1R’) + (ES / Z1S’)

(28)

Finally, from equation 5 and 6:
IA = (E2F / Z2S’)-A1[A4-2A3+ (VSSSC/Z1S’)] + A2.A3

(29)

EA = Es.[1-(E1S / Z1S’)] + A1.Z1S.[A4-2A3+(VSSSC/Z1S’)]- A2. Z0S.A3

(30)

Finally equations for parameters measured by distance relay:
IRelay = IA/NCT

(31)

ERelay = EA/NVT

(32)

ZRelay = (NCT/NVT).ZA = RRelay+ jXRelay

(33)

The ZRelay measured by distance relay is only related to:
 SSSC parameters (Vsssc, Zsssc, h and δ),
 Fault condition (n and RF),
 Sequence circuit parameters (positive, negative and zero),
 Current and voltage transformer ratios.

Case Study and Results

The line studied is, the single transmission line 220kV, 50Hz, at eastern Algerian
electrical transmission networks HV between two HV busbar Batna and Ain M’lila
respectively with the total length of 112 km. The ± 50MVar SSSC is installed in the end of
the transmission line at busbar Batna as shown in figure 8. The parameters of the SSSC areh =
0.97 and δ = 36°.
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Figure 8. Eastern Algerian transmission networks 220 kV
The measured parameters, module and angle for IRelay, ERelay, resistance and reactance
for ZRelay for a distance relay installed in Batna substation is calculating according to equations
(33,34 and35) using a MATLAB program. The impedances values of different elements study
are detailed in Table 1.
The calculated parameters seen by distance relay for low variation of n with different
values: 10, 25, 50, 75 and 100 % with fixed RF at 0.5 Ω, the resultants is shown in figure 9.
The calculated parameters seen by distance relay for low variation of RF with different
values: 0.5, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 Ω with fixed n at 60%, the results are shown in figure 10.
The calculated parameters seen by distance relay for high variation of RF with
different values 50, 75, 100, 125 and 150 Ω with fixed n at 60%, the resultants is shown in
figure 11.
Table 1. Impact of different factors on measured values by distance relay
Element
Source
Load
Transmission line
SSSC
Series transformer
Current and voltage
transformer

Value
Z1s = 3.495+ j 16.150 Ω
Z0s = 9.754+ j 36.923 Ω
Z1r = 2.725+ j 5.284 Ω
Z0r = 6.125+ j 14.918 Ω
Z1 = 0.1236 + j 0.3140 Ω/km
Zo = 0.3181 + j 1.1121 Ω/km
Q = ±50 MVar, Un = 6.6 kV
C = 20 mF, VDC = 1 kV
Un = 6.6/220 kV, STR = 50 MVA
ZTR = 0.0242+ j 0.1571Ω
NCT = 1500
NVT = 2200
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Figure 9. Values measured for variation of n

Figure 10. Values measured for variation of low RF
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Figure 11. Values measured for variation of high RF

Discussion

Figure 9, 10 and 11 show the measured voltage, current and measured resistance
according tot the distance fault point (n) and fault resistance (RF) variation.
It can be noticed that the increase of distance fault point has a direct impact on the
values measured by the protection relay. In fact increasing (n) results in increasing magnitude
and angle of the voltage while reduction in magnitude and angle of current as well as
reduction in. resistance and reactance.
From figure 10, it can be noticed that for low resistance, the increase of fault
resistance also has a direct impact on the measured values. When fault resistance (RF) is
increased voltage magnitude and current magnitude are decreased while their angles increase.
The measured resistance and reactance also decrease.
From figure 11 it can be observed that high fault resistance results in reduction in
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magnitude of voltage and current while the voltage angle decrease compared to current angle
which increase. Also it can be seen that for high resistance fault measured resistance increase
while measured reactance decrease.
Thus there is no risk of tripping the circuit breaker in case of low fault resistance
variation while there is a great risk of tripping the circuit breaker in case of high resistance
variation.

Conclusions

This paper investigate the impact of Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)
on the measured impedance (ZRelay) taking into account the distance fault point (n) and fault
resistance (RF). Various results were found for an actual line model of series compensated
electrical transmission lines 220 kV.
The measured impedance at the relaying point in the presence of SSSC for variation in
the fault conditions n and RF with high and low values are examined. The study show the
importance of the parameters influence in avoiding open circuit breaker without fault for
calculating a good setting of distance protection zones. This variation have a direct influence
on the value of resistance and reactance measure by distance relay which have influence from
the settings point of view of protection zones .
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